
INDEX

acceptance and approval
consent to be bound

provisional or definitive application
101

exchange/deposit of instruments of
ratification as consent to be bound
96–7

FAO treaties 21
ratification, as equivalent to 21

accession
‘accession kits’ 161
as alternative to signature 21, 101
consent to be bound 103, 105

accession subject to ratification 103
multilateral treaties 101–2
preconditions for accession 102–3
protocols 103
when accession can be consent to be

bound 88
ratification, as equivalent to 103
re-accession after withdrawal 110, 142,

268
acquiescence, loss of rights by 268, 282
acte contraire 52, 254
adherence 105
adoption 79–83

bilateral treaties 79–80
consensus see under multilateral treaties
consent of participating states 79
initialling 92, 93
meaning of adoption 79
treaties adopted at international conference

80
air services agreements 215, 261

amendment clauses 234
duration and termination 246–7
HKSAR 66–7
MOUs/confidential MOUs supplementing

40, 41, 53
negotiations, language of 223

‘all states’ and ‘Vienna’ formulas 105–6

amendment 232–44
basic rules of amendment in VCLT 233–4
bilateral treaties 234–5

formal confirmation 234
multilateral treaties 235–40

automatically/comprehensively binding
amendment mechanisms 235–9

deemed acceptance of amendment 398
denouncing previous treaties 238
implementing amendments 238
no effective amendment procedure

240
percentage problem 239–40
problems of amending 232–3
residual rules 241–4
review clauses 240
usual amendment procedures 236

plurilateral treaties 238–9
residual rules for amending multilateral

treaties 241–4
agreement to modify multilateral treaty

between certain parties only 242
amendment before entry into force

243–4
contracting states’ right to be party to

amended treaty 241
contracting states’ right to participate

241
proposal to amend a treaty as between all

the parties 241
supplementary treaties 242

Antarctic Treaty 358
approval see acceptance and approval
arbitration 310–13

methods of agreeing to go to arbitration
311–13

nature of arbitration 310–11
armed conflict see hostilities, effect on treaties

of
Australia 60

territorial application 187–8, 189, 190
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index 451

authentication 83–6
bilateral treaties 83
final act 85–6
initialling 92, 93
international organisations, treaties adopted

within 84–5
meaning of 83
multilateral treaties 83–4

Belgium 62
bilateral treaties

accession 103
adoption

consent of both states required for 79
by initialling/signature 79–80, 89

amending 234–5
authentication 83
breach, termination or suspension for 259
conclusion of 86
consent to be bound

adoption by signature 79–80
exchange or deposit of instruments of

ratification 97
withdrawal of consent before entry into

force 109
as contracts 11
countermeasures see under remedies
customary international law, as evidence of

10
depositaries 283
duration and termination 246

comprehensive clauses 251–2
entry into force

date of entry into force 151
on exchange of instruments of ratification

148
full powers, dispensing with 73
interpretive declarations 116
invalidity of treaties, consequences of

280–1
nature of 9
non-retrospective effect of VCLT 8
part bilateral and part multilateral treaties

19–20
ratification

Certificate of exchange, example of
(Appendix M) 440

exchange or deposit of instruments of
ratification 97

ratification provisions 96
registration 300, 301

reservations 119–20
successive treaties see under successive

treaties
termination

termination or suspension for breach
259

termination provisions 252–3
transitional provisions 253

territorial extension clauses 179–80
extending multilateral treaties to party’s

overseas territories 182
see also multilateral treaties; plurilateral

treaties
Bosnia and Herzegovina 63, 330
breach of a treaty

dispute settlement see dispute settlement
fundamental breach 261
material breach 260

definition 260
subjective nature of alleged material

breach 264
remedies see remedies
termination or suspension for breach see

under duration and termination

Canada 60
capacity to conclude treaties 55–70

federations (and analogous entities) 60–4
Belgium 62–3
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Republika

Srpska and FRY 63–4
Hong Kong (and Macao) Special

Administrative Region 64–7
Kosovo 64
Scotland and Northern Ireland 63
treaty making 60–2

overseas territories 68–70
agreements with parent state or between

its overseas territories 70
colonies, overseas territories as 68
declarations on extension of treaties to

119
entering into unauthorised treaties and

invalidity 274
instruments of entrustment 68, 69, 186
parent state authorising treaty

negotiation/making 68–9,
186

as parties to treaties 69
treaties made by parent state for overseas

territory 69
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452 index

capacity to conclude treaties (cont.)
special cases 56–60

Cook Islands and Niue 56–7
Palestine 58–9
Somaliland 59–60
Taiwan 57–8
Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus

59
Vatican City (Holy See) 57
Western Sahara 60

treaties between states, making 55–6
Certificates of exchange 97

example (Appendix M) 440
clean-slate doctrine 325–6
colonies, former see overseas territories; under

succession to treaties
Commonwealth 357–8

membership 357–8
MOU practice of Commonwealth states

36, 358
purposes 358

compatibility test see under reservations
conciliation see under dispute settlement and

remedies
conclusion of treaty

adoption see adoption
authentication see authentication
capacity to conclude treaties see capacity to

conclude treaties
coercion of a state by threat or use of force,

procured by 277–8
fraud, procured by 276, 282
full powers see full powers
by resolution 21
when is a treaty ‘concluded’ 86, 433–8

consensus see under multilateral treaties
consent to be bound 87–113

‘all states’ and ‘Vienna’ formulas 105–6
bilateral treaties see under bilateral treaties
coercion of state representative, procured by

277
contracting states, meaning of 87
corruption, procured by 277
and entry into force 145
error invalidating consent 276
expressing consent to be bound, ways of

88–105
acceptance and approval see acceptance

and approval
accession see accession
any other agreed means 104

exchange of instruments constituting a
treaty 94

initialling see initialling
ratification see ratification
signature see under signature
witnessing 93–4

good faith, acting in 274
invalidity see under invalidity
participation in a treaty 87–8
reservations, confirming 138
rights and obligations prior to entry into

force see under entry into force
‘signatory’, ‘party’, ‘signed-up to’ and

‘adherence’ 104–5
withdrawal of consent to be bound

before entry into force 109–10
political consequences of withdrawal

110
withdrawal and

re-ratification/re-accession 110,
142

constituent instruments (international
organisations) 7, 15, 342–3

amendment or revision 342
replacement of constituent instruments

342–3
interpretation of constituent instrument

343–4
application of VCLT 343
organs of organisation competent to

interpret 344
regional international organisations

343
power to enter into treaties 346, 347
reservations 126

acceptance by competent organisation
required 344

objections to reservations 139
VCLT, application of 343, 347
withdrawal from 257, 345

Council of Europe 211–12, 352
human rights treaties 134
participation in treaties, conditions for

87–8
territorial application clauses 181

Cook Islands and Niue 56–7, 87
corruption 277, 282
countermeasures see under remedies
Croatia 330
credentials 72

concluding multilateral treaties 73
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index 453

customary international law 7
bilateral treaties as evidence of 10
in codification conventions 256
and domestic law 52
dualist constitutions see under dualist

constitutions
emerging customary law, effect on prior

treaty rights of 11–12
ILC draft articles 12

elements of customary international law 9
evolution of customary rule/practice of

non-parties 9
interpretation of treaties 207
oral agreements 7–8
requirements

opinio juris 9
substantial uniformity of practice 9

see also state practice
state succession, state responsibility and

outbreak of hostilities 8
succession to treaties 322–4
treaties in force prior to VCLT, residual role

in 8
treaties reflecting customary law binding

non-parties 145
treaty rules binding on third states through

international custom 230–1
and VCLT 5, 9–12, 343, 347–8

Czech Republic 332–4
Czechoslovakia, former 332–4

declarations
disguised reservations 117–18
extension of treaties to overseas territories

119
interpretive declarations 115–17

definition 115
revisions 116

joint declarations/joint statements 24–5,
31

political declarations 117
depositaries 283–96

bilateral treaties 283
correction of errors 293–5

procedure for correcting errors 294–5
duty to act impartially 287–9

refusing unacceptable instruments 289
resolving differences between a state and

the depositary 289
status of entities 289

failure to designate 284

functions of the depositary 283–4, 289–93
administrative functions 295–6
correction of errors 294–5
depositary as a state 288, 292–3
functions in relation to reservations

139–40
notifications and communications

291–2
principal functions 289–91
succession to treaties 334

meaning of depositary 283
multilateral treaties, designation of

depositary for 283–6
international organisation as depositary

286
one or more states as depositary

284–6
succession to treaties, role of depositary

in 334
UN Secretary-General as depositary

286–7, 334
guided by General Assembly 287

desuetude (disuse) or obsolescence 270
devolution agreements 325
diplomatic assurances 18
diplomatic or consular relations, severance of

270–1, 272
dispute settlement 308–15

consent to 257
optional protocols 23–4

dispute as to applicability of jus cogens rules
281

international organisations see under
international organisations

judicial settlement 313–15
failure to provide compulsory dispute

settlement mechanism 315
remedies see remedies
UN Charter requirement to seek peaceful

settlement of disputes 259
voluntary settlement 308–13

arbitration see arbitration
compulsory binding settlement 310
conciliation 310
involvement of third parties 309
negotiations and consultations 308–9

withdrawal from treaties for dispute
settlement 257

domestic law and treaties 159–77
dualist constitutional provisions see dualism
duty to perform treaties 160–2
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454 index

domestic law and treaties (cont.)
domestic law, no justification for failure

to perform 161
pacta sunt servanda/good faith

160–1
human rights treaties subordinated to

133–4
implementing MOUs 46
monist constitutional provisions see

monism
need to ensure treaties implemented in

domestic law 159–60
reservations creating consistency with

115–16, 120, 121
states contracting under 26, 30

drafting and final clauses 363
attachments 383–4
drafting techniques 387–90
exchange of notes 384–6

MOUs 385–6
procedure 386

final clauses 374–81
accession 378
amendment and revision 376–7
authentic texts 381
depositary 380
duration, denunciation, withdrawal or

termination 379
entry into force 379
MOUs 376
provisional application 379
ratification 378
registration 380
relationship to other treaties 376
reservations 379–80
settlement of disputes 376
signature 377–8
status of annexes 377
territorial application 379

main text of treaties 369–74
cross-references 372
footnotes 372
headings 370–1
layout 370
MOUs 372
numbering 371
paragraph numbering 371–2
privileges and immunities

373–4
table of contents 374
terminology 373

preamble 366–9
bilateral treaties 366
multilateral treaties 366–7

preambular paragraphs 367–9
testimonium 381–3

bilateral treaties 382–3
MOUs 383

title 363–6
name 364

purpose 364–6
dualism 162–3, 167–72

amendments to treaties, implementing
238

customary international law as part of
domestic law 52, 162

dualist states 173
UK see under United Kingdom

federal clauses 189
monism, compared with 174
nature of 167
umbrella primary legislation, use of 46

duration and termination 245–72
accession to treaty after withdrawal 268
acquiescence, loss of rights by 268
consequences of termination, withdrawal or

suspension 258–9, 265–7
transitional provisions after termination

266
diplomatic or consular relations, severance

of 270–1, 272
express provisions 244–54

comprehensive clauses 251–2
differing termination formulas 252–3
duration for fixed period with possibility

of extension 248–9
duration for indefinite period with no

withdrawal clause 253
duration for specified period with no

provision for extension/withdrawal
250

duration until specific event 250
extension of treaties 250–1
indefinite duration with conditional right

to withdraw 249–50
indefinite duration with right to

terminate 246–8
notices of withdrawal 248
right to withdraw 247–8, 249–50
transitional provisions 253–4

fundamental change of circumstances (rebus
sic stantibus) 262–4
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Article 62(1)/conditions for change of
circumstances 262–3

Article 62(2)/exceptions 264
Article 62(3)/suspension of treaty

operation 264
subjective nature of alleged fundamental

change 264
hostilities, outbreak of see under hostilities,

effect on treaties of
instruments for termination, withdrawal or

suspension 265–6
no provision for termination or withdrawal

255–7
time factors conditioning application of

the treaty 257
treaties parties unable to withdraw from

256–7
withdrawing from treaties for dispute

settlement 257
obligations imposed by international law

independently of a treaty 267
other grounds for termination 269–70

desuetude (disuse) or obsolescence
270

execution 269
extinction of international legal

personality of a party 270
implication 269

procedure 264–5
Article 66 265
procedural safeguards 264–5

separability of treaty provisions 267–8
conditions for separability 268

supervening impossibility of performance
261–2, 264

partial execution by one party 267
termination or suspension for breach

258–61
bilateral treaties 259
consequences of breach 258–9
fundamental breach 261
material breach 260
multilateral treaties 259–60
subjective nature of alleged material

breach 264
termination or suspension by conclusion of

later treaty 257–8
conclusion of later treaty impliedly

terminating earlier 258
termination or withdrawal by consent

254–5

contracting states’ right to be consulted
254

form of consent chosen by the parties
254

reduction of parties below number
necessary for entry into force 255

suspending provisions of multilateral
treaty by agreement 255

third states 254
terminology 245

electronic communication 16–17
entry into force 145–58

amendment before entry into force
243–4

date from which treaty speaks 153
date of entry into force 150–1

calculating 151
who determines 152

express provisions on entry into force
153–4

conditional on ratification/signature of
specified states 147

date later than treaty envisages 149
date specified in treaty 148–9
date to be agreed 149
exchange of instruments of ratification

148
exchange of notes, date of reply note

148
minimum number of states fulfilling

other conditions 147–8
notification of completion of

constitutional requirements 148
ratification by both/all signatory states

145–6
ratification/signature by minimum

number of negotiating states 146–7
signature only by all negotiating states

149
multilateral treaties 8
no provision or agreement on entry into

force 150
preparatory commissions 156–7
provisional application 154–6
provisions applying from moment of

adoption 145
ratification after treaty has entered into

force 151–2
reduction of parties below number

necessary for entry into force 255
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456 index

entry into force (cont.)
reservations attached to instruments

153–4
retroactive effect of a treaty 157
revival of a treaty 158
rights and obligations prior to entry into

force 106–10, 145
obligation not to defeat object and

purpose of a treaty 107–9
obligation not to defeat object and

purpose of a treaty, examples of
108–9

withdrawal of consent to be bound before
entry into force 109–10

time of entry into force 152–3
withdrawal of instrument or extinction of

state, effect of 153
erga omnes status of treaties 228–9, 230
errors

correction of errors in treaty texts 293–5
cases where there is a depositary 294–5
cases where there is no depositary 294
by exchange of notes 294
procedure for correcting errors 294–5

invalidity, errors in treaty making causing
see under invalidity

Estonia 329
estoppel 50–2
European Convention on Human Rights

(ECHR) 171, 174, 178, 352
European Court of Human Rights 113, 343
European Union (EU)

capacity to conclude treaties 360–2
exclusive competence of EU 360–1
shared competence 361

Court of Justice 113, 343
development and importance 359

member states 360, 361
treaties 359–60

dispute settlement 353
framework conventions 20, 362
framework decisions 362
Member state treaties 21, 361, 362
MOU practice 22, 36
treaty interpretation 212
violation of internal law on competence to

conclude treaties 274–5
withdrawal from 345

exchange of notes 94
act of exchange as consent to be bound

241

amending treaties 234
content/subject matter 23
double exchange of letters 19
drafting see under drafting and final clauses
errors, correcting 294

example (Appendix N) 441
initiating note and reply note 19

example (Appendix E) 425–7
on interpretation of a treaty 20
as MOU 23, 31

example (Appendix F) 428
parallel exchanges of notes constituting part

bilateral/multilateral treaties 19–20,
92

place of exchange 92
political sensitivities 19
ratification provisions 96
termination of treaties 269
third-person diplomatic notes, exchange of

21, 92
as treaty 23, 31

examples (Appendices B and E) 419–20,
425–7

in ‘simplified form’ 15, 19
extinction of a state/international legal

personality of a party
depositary, state acting as 284
entry into force, withdrawal of instrument

or extinction of state, effect on 153
impossibility of performance 261–2
termination of a treaty 270

Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (FRY) 63–4,
334–5

federations see under capacity to conclude
treaties

final acts
authentication 85–6
credentials allowing signing 72
example of credentials (Appendix H) 430
meaning of 85

example (Appendix K) 86, 433–8
previously constituting a treaty 25
signing 85, 86

final clauses see drafting and final clauses
France 163–4
fraud in treaty making 276, 282
full powers 71–8

bilateral treaties 73
credentials 72, 73
electronic communication 16–17
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index 457

general full powers 75
permanent representative to United

Nations (Appendix J) 432
general rule 73
importance of 71
instruments for termination, withdrawal or

suspension, signing 265–6
instruments of ratification, signing

98–9
meaning of full powers 71, 72–3
overseas territories 68–9
procedure 75–7

proxy signature 77
sending full powers by telegram, fax or

email 77
requirements for wording of full powers

76
example (Appendix J) 431, 439

reservations, making 138
specific instructions, additional need for

71, 72, 75
when full powers never required 74–5, 78,

98–9
accredited representatives 74–5
heads of diplomatic missions 74
heads of state/government and foreign

ministers 74
fundamental breach see under breach of a

treaty
fundamental change of circumstances see

under duration and termination

Germany 61, 164
two German states and succession to treaties

326–7
good faith

acts performed in good faith under invalid
treaty 281

agreement to negotiate (pactum de
negotiando) 26

consent to be bound 274
estoppel/unilateral declarations 51
integral part of pacta sunt servanda rule

160
interpretation of treaties 208
termination or suspension of treaties

264
governing law

domestic law, states contracting under 26,
30

‘governed by international law’ 5, 17–18

Hong Kong (and Macao) Special
Administrative Region (HKSAR)
64–7

air services 66–7
bilateral treaties 67
HKSAR’s treaty-making powers 64–6
membership of international organisations

344–5
participation in international trade

agreements and organisations 66
succession to treaties 336–40

bilateral treaties with third states
339–40

continued application of treaties 336–7
legal effect of arrangements for third

states 340
multilateral treaties 337–9

territorial application 190–1
hostilities, effect on treaties of

coercion of a state by threat or use of force,
treaty procured by 277–8, 282

peace treaties 278
prohibition on use of force 277–8, 279,

315–16
termination of treaties 271–2

legal effect of outbreak of hostilities
uncertain 271

no presumption of termination 272
state succession, state responsibility and

outbreak of hostilities 8
VCLT, effect of 8

Human Rights Committee 355–6
acquired rights of inhabitants of a state

323–4
reservations 134–5, 142

compatibility test and reservations to
non-derogable articles 124

role and functions 134–5, 355–6
withdrawal from treaties where right

omitted 256–7
human rights treaties 159

customary international law representing
323–4

ECHR 171, 174, 178
human rights treaty-monitoring bodies

355–7
Human Rights Committee see Human

Rights Committee
jus cogens 279
reservations see under reservations
subordinated to domestic law 133–4
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458 index

impossibility of performance, supervening see
under duration and termination

indigenous peoples, treaties with 15, 16
initialling 92–3

as signature 92
institutions see international organisations
instruments of ratification see under

ratification
international conferences 80

adoption of treaties at 80
International Court of Justice (ICJ) 313–15

advisory opinions 354
constituting agreement to go to ICJ 314
costs 313
failure to provide for compulsory dispute

settlement mechanism 315
international law

customary international law see customary
international law

sources, treaty and custom as 9–10,
11–12

hierarchy 11–12
International Law Commission (ILC)

adoption at international conferences 80
amendment and review 240
Commentary

definition of treaty 17, 18, 28
as guide to interpretation of VCLT

12–13
simplified form treaties 15

emerging customary international law,
effect of 12

invalidity 273
outbreak of hostilities 271
state responsibility/draft articles 316,

352–3
study on reservations 143–4
termination or suspension of treaties

264–5, 269, 270
fundamental change of circumstances

262, 264
termination or withdrawal by consent

254
treaty interpretation, principles of 206–7
VCLT, role in drafting 5–6

International Legal Materials (ILM) 4
international organisations 341–62

authentication of treaties adopted within
84–5

responsibility for acts of an international
organisation 352

constituent instruments see constituent
instruments (international
organisations)

as depositary 286, 300
dispute settlement 353–4

staff disputes 355
UN 354–5
UN specialised agencies 355

distinctive characteristics 346
establishment by treaty 342–3
human rights treaty-monitoring bodies

355–7
Human Rights Committee see Human

Rights Committee
importance 341
international legal personality 346

attitude of the states 346
international organisation having only

one legal personality 352
liability of member states for a breach of

treaty 352–3
power to enter into treaties 346, 347

meaning of ‘international organisation’
341

membership 344–5
new states 345

MOUs 44, 349
multilateral treaties 349–52

regional economic integration
organisations 361

regional international organisations
352

treaties adopted within an international
organisation 349–50

UN International Law Commission 351
UN specialised agencies 351–2
UN Sixth Committee 350–1

as parties to treaties 147
special cases 357–9

Antarctic Treaty 358
Commonwealth see Commonwealth
European Union see European Union
International Committee of the Red Cross

(ICRC) 358
OSCE see Organization for Security and

Co-operation in Europe
treaties between states and international

organisations or between international
organisations: 1986 Convention 346–9
customary international law 347
power to conclude treaties 346, 347
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index 459

reasons 1986 Convention not in force
348–9

VCLT, applicability of 7, 347
international tribunals 113
interpretation 205–26

Article 31 (general rule of interpretation)
207–17

Article 31(1) (basic rule) 208–9
good faith 208, 218
ordinary meaning of terms 209, 218,

220
Article 31(2) (context) 209–12

agreements relating to the treaty
210–12

considering treaty as a whole 210
explanatory reports and commentaries

211–12
Article 31(3) (subsequent agreements and

practice) 212–17
relevant rules of international law

216–17
special meaning 217
subsequent agreements 212–14
subsequent practice 214–16

Article 32 (supplementary means of
interpretation) 208, 217–22

implied terms 221–2
travaux 217–20

Article 33 225–6
examples of interpretation problems

205–6
ILC’s approach 206–7
interpretation of treaties in more than one

language 222–5
authoritative languages 225–6
inconsistency in texts 224, 225–6

other supplementary means of
interpretation 220–1

a contrario 220–1
acquiescence 221
contra proferentem 221
ejusdem generis 221
expressio unius est exclusio alterius 221
lex posterior derogat legi priori 221
lex specialis derogat legi generali 221

provisions in treaties 207
invalidity 273–82

coercion of representative of a state (duress)
277, 282

coercion of a state by threat or use of force
277–8, 282

peace treaties 278
conflict with peremptory norm of general

international law (jus cogens) 278–9,
282

consequences of invalidity (other than for
jus cogens) 280–1

corruption 277, 282
error 275–6, 282

invalidating consent to be bound 276
fraud 276, 282
general points 281–2

acquiescence, loss of rights by 282
separability of treaty provisions 282

procedure/procedural safeguards 281
dispute as to applicability of jus cogens

rules 281
unequal (‘Leonine’) treaties 280
violation of internal law on competence to

conclude treaties 273–5, 282
EU law 274–5
overseas territories entering into

unauthorised treaties 274
states expressing consent to be bound in

good faith 274
violation of specific restrictions on authority

to express consent 275, 282

joint declarations/statements see under
declarations

jus cogens 222
definition 279
invalidity of treaty conflicting with jus

cogens 278–9
whether norms of peremptory character

279

Kosovo 64, 332

language of treaties 222–5
multilateral negotiations 223–4
negotiations 223–4
toilette finale 224
treaties mainly bilingual or plurilingual

222
Latvia 329
law of treaties/treaty making

nature of law of treaties 1
sources of information on 3
see also Vienna Convention on the Law of

Treaties 1969 (VCLT)
lex generalis 222
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460 index

‘Leonine’ (unequal) treaties 280
Lithuania 329

Macedonia 330
measures 111–13

countermeasures see under remedies
memorandums of understanding see MOUs
modus vivendi 27
monism 163–7

dualism, compared with 174
France 163–4
Germany 164
implementing MOUs 46
main features 163
Netherlands 164–5
Poland 165
Russia 165–6
Switzerland 166–7

MOUs 4, 28–54
amending treaties 234
dangers in using MOUs 44–6

difficulty in finding MOUs 46
lack of implementing legislation 46
possible lack of care in drafting 45–6
respect for MOUs seen as less important

than treaties 45
definition (UN Treaty Handbook) 22
distinguishing between treaties and MOUs

5, 17–18, 28, 29–35
circumstances in which instrument was

concluded 33–4
content 32
disagreement as to status 34–5
evidence of intention to conclude/not

conclude treaty 29–30
express provisions as to non-legally

binding status 32–3
registration and non-registration

34
terminology and form 30–1

domestic courts, in 52–3
drafting see under drafting and final clauses
examples 18

Appendix C 421–2
Appendix D 423–4

exchange of notes as see under exchange of
notes

frequency 18, 28–9
how/why states use MOUs rather than

treaties 40–4
agreements with non-states 44
amendment 43

confidentiality 29, 39, 40–2
dispute settlement 44
interpretation 44
lack of formality 42–3
termination 43–4

international organisations using 349
legal status of MOUs

whether MOUs ‘soft law’ 49–50
whether treaties 46–9
modus vivendi 27

names for 18, 28
nature of 5, 17–18

no intention to create obligations in
international law 15, 17–18, 28

politically binding/political undertakings,
MOUs as 45, 50

political considerations 23
possible international legal consequences of

MOUs: estoppel 50–2
registration as an associated document

300–1
state practice 35–9, 49

Commonwealth states 36
EU states 22, 36
UK see under United Kingdom
US 22, 35–6, 37–9
see also under United States

see also under United Nations
as treaties 18, 21–3, 28
VCLT, applicability of 18

multilateral treaties
adoption

by affirmative vote of specified majority
79, 80–1

consensus frequently sought for 79
treaties adopted at international

conferences 80
‘all states’ and ‘Vienna’ formulas 105–6
amending see under amendment
authentication 83–4
breach, termination or suspension for

259–60
conclusion of 86
consensus 80–3, 120, 121

disadvantages of using consensus 82–3
frequently sought for adoption 79, 81
meaning/main features of 81
specified majority rule not protecting

important states minority 80–1
consent to be bound

by deposit of instruments of ratification
97
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index 461

ratification of part of a treaty 98
as contracts 11
credentials 73
depositaries see under depositaries
entry into force

date of entry into force 8, 150–1, 152
ratification after 151

see also entry into force
and emerging customary law 11–12
framework treaties 111
full powers 73–4, 77

signature 76
international organisations see under

international organisations
invalidity of treaties, consequences of

280–1
see also invalidity
as law-making treaties 11–12
nature of 9
non-retrospective effect of VCLT 8
numbers and complexity of treaties

increasing 114–15
part bilateral and part multilateral treaties

19–20
participation dependent on terms of treaty

87–8
ratification

accession clauses 101–2
need for 96
of part of a treaty 98

reservations 120–1
successive treaties see under successive

treaties
territorial application

extension by bilateral treaties to party’s
overseas territories 182

territorial extension clauses 180–2
territorial scope, silent as to 179

see also territorial application
termination and duration

reduction of parties below number
necessary for entry into force 255

suspending provisions by agreement
255

termination provisions 253–4
termination or suspension for breach

259–60
termination or withdrawal by consent

254
travaux, invoking 220

see also bilateral treaties; plurilateral
treaties

names of treaties see treaty names
native peoples, agreements with 15, 16
Netherlands 164–5, 184
non-retrospective effect of VCLT 8
Northern Ireland 63, 168, 171–2
Nyerere Doctrine 325–6

opinio juris 9
optional protocols see under protocols
oral agreements

binding effect 7–8
and customary international law 7
and ‘in written form’ requirement 7–8, 16
usage 7–8

Organization for Security and Co-operation in
Europe (OSCE) 32, 223–4, 357

overseas territories
capacity to conclude treaties see under

capacity to conclude treaties
(non-authoritative) list of overseas

territories (Appendix Q) 448–9
territorial application see under territorial

application

pacta sunt servanda 160–1
interpretation of treaties 208

pactum de contrahendo 26
pactum de negotiando 26
Palestine 58–9
peace treaties 278
plurilateral treaties

adoption, consent of participating states
required for 79, 89

amendments, ratifying
238–9

entry into force after specific number of
signatures 108

nature/meaning 15, 121–5
reservations 125

Poland 165
preparatory commissions 156–7
privileges and immunities 373–4
procès-verbal

certificate of exchange 97
errors, correcting 295

example (Appendix O) 442
protocols

accession, formalising 103
amending treaties 234, 235

certificate of exchange 97
definition 23

framework treaties 111
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462 index

optional protocols 23–4
‘optional’, meaning of 23–4

publication 303–7
MOUs not required to be published

53–4
other sources of treaty text 306
practical advantages of publishing treaties

46
states, publication by 305
treaty indexes 306–7
UN, publication by 4, 304–5

ratification
acceptance/approval as equivalent to 21
accession as equivalent to 103
amendments to plurilateral treaties

238–9
consent to be bound 95–8

conditional ratification 97
exchange or deposit of instruments of

ratification 96–7
good faith, states acting in 274
instrument of ratification 98
no obligation to ratify 98
period for ratification 98
ratification of part of a treaty 98
when consent to be bound expressed by

ratification 96
withdrawal and re-ratification/

re-accession 110, 142
declaration on ratification as to territorial

application 182–5
definition 95, 99
definitive signature instead of 76
deposit, electronic 16–17
and entry into force see under entry into

force
exchange of notes, agreement constituted by

94
instruments of ratification

acknowledgement and date of deposit
100

deposit of instrument as a solemn act
110

example (Appendix L) 431
exchange or deposit of instruments of

96–7
form and content of an instrument of

ratification 99–100
place of deposit 100
who can sign 98–9

withdrawal before entry into force 107,
108

invalid acts, omissions and errors, curing
78, 90

no indication of need for 89
as international act carried out on

international plane 95, 99
and legally binding nature of a treaty 96,

104–5
reasons for ratification 95
requirements for ratification 95
reservations on ratification 138
simple signature subject to 89
unratified treaties 110

rebus sic stantibus/fundamental change of
circumstances see under duration and
termination

Red Cross, International Committee of the
358

regional economic integration organisations
361

registration and non-registration of
instruments 297

legal effect of registration or
non-registration, and disputes 301–3

effect of non-registration 303
intention of the parties 302–3
registration/non-registration having no

effect on instrument’s status 302–3
MOUs see under MOUs
registration of treaties 297–301

associated documents 300–1
joint registration 301
registration regulations and procedure

298–300
regulations (Appendix P) 443–7
requirement for registration 34, 41, 297,

298
unregistered treaties 300

UN see under United Nations
remedies 315–19

countermeasures 316–17
nature of 317
objects and limits of countermeasures

318
procedural conditions 318–19
proportionality 318
sacrosanct obligations 319

remedies for breach 316
Republika Srpska 63–4
reservations 114–44
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index 463

acceptance of, and objection to, reservations
125

constituent instrument of international
organisations 126

objections by other contracting states
125

plurilateral treaties 125
residual rules of VCLT 127–8

bilateral treaties 119–20
compatibility test 123–5, 127, 129–30, 134
constitutional reservations 132–3
definition 118–19
derogations, distinguished from 119
disguised reservations 117–18
domestic law, to achieve consistency with

115–16, 120, 121
and entry into force 153–4
exceptions to right to make reservations

121–5
reservation incompatible with

object/purpose of treaty 123–5
reservation prohibited by the treaty

121–2
treaty providing only specified

reservations may be made 122–3
federal reservations or statements 190
generally not prohibited 121–5
ILC study on reservations 143–4
interpretive declarations 115–17
legal effect of reservations and objections to

reservations 128–9
minimising problem of reservations

135–7
multilateral treaties 120–1
political declarations 117
procedure 23

functions of depositary in relation to
reservations 139–40

late reservations 141–2
objections to reservations 137–9
reservations 137–8
treaties silent as to reservations 141
treaties with provisions on reservations

140
withdrawal of reservations/objections to

reservations 139
‘re-accession’, whether reservations can be

made on 110, 142, 268
tacit acceptance of reservations 128
unresolved issues 129–35

constitutional reservations 132–3

human rights treaties, reservations to
131–4

human rights treaties subordinated to
domestic law 133–4

prohibited reservations 129–30
severing or disregarding prohibited

reservations 130–1
treaty-monitoring bodies 134

VCLT rules 127–8
law before VCLT/unanimity principle

126–7
resolution as method of concluding treaties

21
retroactive effect of a treaty 157
rights and obligations prior to entry into force

see under entry into force
Russia 165–6

Scotland 63, 168, 171–2
separability of treaty provisions

invalidity 282
termination of treaty see under duration and

termination
Serbia and Montenegro 330–2
signature

accession/succession as alternative to
signature 21, 101

authentication, need for 16
consent to be bound, expressing 76,

89–92, 104–5
‘open for signature’ 90
place of signature 91–2
signature ad referendum 90–1
specific restrictions 78
when signature alone can express consent

to be bound 89
declaration on signature as to territorial

application 182–5
definitive signature 76, 78, 89
electronic 16–17
and entry into force see under entry into

force
exchange of notes, signing 94
final acts, signing 85, 86
full powers 76

proxy signature 77
initialling as signature 92
invalid acts 78
and ratification 96

signature imposing no legal obligation to
ratify 98
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464 index

signature (cont.)
signature subject to 103, 104–5
unratified treaties 110
unsigned instruments unacceptable 99

relevance 20–1
reservations on signature 137–9
restrictions on right of signature 101
‘signatory’, ‘party’, ‘signed-up to’ and

‘adherence’ 104–5
simple signature 89

legal effect 107
treaty signing not required 20–1
unsigned treaties

examples of 20–1
preferable for political reasons 21

withdrawal of signatures 108
witnessing signatures 93–4

Slovakia 332–4
Slovenia 330
soft law

nature of soft law 49–50
whether MOUs ‘soft law’ 49–50

Somaliland 59–60
sources of international law see under

international law
South Africa 173
Soviet Union, former 327–9

succession to treaties: former Soviet
republics 327–9

succession to treaties: Russia 327
state practice

customary law 9
MOUs see under MOUs
status of instruments 33–4

state responsibility
ILC draft articles 316, 352–3
VCLT, effect of 8

states
capacity to conclude treaties see capacity to

conclude treaties
coercion of a state by threat or use of force

277–8, 282
competence to conclude treaties, violation

of internal law on see under invalidity
consent to be bound see consent to be

bound
constitutions see monist constitutions;

dualist constitutions
contracting states, meaning of 87
as depositaries see under depositaries
domestic law

contracts 30–1

domestic implications of treaty succession
335

MOUs in domestic courts 52–3
states contracting under 26, 30

extinction see extinction of a
state/international legal personality of a
party

fraudulent conduct 276
full powers see full powers
government as 16
head of state as 16
international organisations, treaties with see

under international organisations
legal concept 16
liability of member states for international

organisation’s breach of treaty
352–3

meaning of ‘state’ 56
MOUs as agreement/deal between states

18
see also MOUs
new states

joining international organisations
345

succession to treaties see succession to
treaties

publication of treaties 305
representatives

coercion of representative of a state
(duress) 277, 282

corruption of representative procuring
consent to be bound 277

state organ or agency as 16
succession 8, 272
third states see third states

succession to treaties 320–40
Baltic states 329
customary law principles 322–4

acquired rights of inhabitants of a state
323–4

Czechoslovakia, former 332–4, 345
date of succession 335
domestic implications of treaty succession

335
former colonies and other overseas

territories 324–6
clean-slate doctrine 325–6
universal succession theory 325

German states, two 326–7
Hong Kong/Macau see under Hong Kong

and Macao Special Administrative
Region
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index 465

Soviet Union, former 327–9
former Soviet republics 327–9
Russia 327

VCLT, effect of 8
Vienna Convention on Succession of States

in respect of Treaties (1978) 321–2
Yugoslavia republics, former 329–32

Bosnia and Herzegovina, Croatia,
Macedonia, Slovenia 330

Federal Republic of Yugoslavia (Serbia
and Montenegro) 330–2, 334–5

successive treaties 192–204
bilateral treaties 193
express provisions 194–202

best of both worlds 201–2
compatible supplementary treaties

permitted 200–1
comprehensive provisions 201
existing treaty shall not be affected

197–9
neutral provisions 202
parties shall not enter into later

inconsistent treaties 196–7
treaty prevails over all other treaties, past

and future 195–6
treaty prevails over earlier treaties for

parties to it 199–200
treaty subordinate to an earlier one

196
identical parties 192
multilateral treaties 192–4
residual rules of Article 30 202–4

Articles 30 and 59 258
and termination/suspension of treaty by

conclusion of later treaty 258
supplementary treaties 242
Switzerland 61, 162, 166–7

Taiwan 57–8
termination of treaties see duration and

termination
territorial application 178

application of a treaty to overseas territory
alone 186

Hong Kong and Macau Special
Administrative Region 190–1

meaning of territory 178–9
objections to territorial extensions

186–7
political subdivisions of metropolitan

territory 187–90
federal clauses 188–9

federal reservations or statements 190
territorial clauses 188

territorial extension clauses 179–86
bilateral treaties 179–80
declaration on signature or ratification

182–5
multilateral treaties 180–2
transfer of an overseas territory 182
UK and Crown Dependencies see under

United Kingdom
third states 227–31

erga omnes status or regime 228–9, 230
general rule that state consent needed to

create treaty rights/obligations 227–8
devolution agreements 325
termination or withdrawal by consent

254
meaning of ‘third state’ 227
revocation or modification of

obligations/rights of third states 230
third state nationals 231
treaties providing for obligations for third

states 228
treaties providing for rights of third states

228
treaty rules binding on third states through

international custom 230–1
travaux

interpretive declarations 115
MOUs 44
nature of 218
treaty interpretation 217–20

value of travaux in 218–19
VCLT 12–13

treaties
advantages over MOUs 52
amendment see amendment
bilateral treaties see bilateral treaties
books on 3, 12–13
breach 161
capacity to conclude see capacity to

conclude treaties
definition see treaty, definition and

requirements of/classification as
development of treaties 110–13

framework treaties 111
international tribunals 113
measures 111–13

and domestic law see domestic law and
treaties

drafting and final clauses see drafting and
final clauses
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466 index

treaties (cont.)
duration see duration and termination
erga omnes status or regime 228–9, 230
governed by international law 5
historically 1
invalidity see invalidity
law of treaties see law of treaties
and MOUs 5

whether MOUs are treaties 46–9
see also MOUs
multilateral treaties see multilateral treaties
participation in see under consent to be

bound
plurilateral treaties, see plurilateral treaties
retroactive effect 157
revival 158
as source of international law 9–10
substance of a treaty/treaty law 1, 5
successive treaties see successive treaties
supplementary treaties 242
suspension see under duration and

termination
termination see duration and termination
and third states see third states
unequal (‘Leonine’) treaties 280
withdrawal from see under duration and

termination
see also law on treaties; Vienna Convention

on the Law of Treaties 1969 (VCLT)
treaty, definition and requirements

of/classification as 7, 14
absence of substance/‘hard’ obligations not

affecting treaty status 87 18
bilateral and multilateral treaties, relevance

of distinction for VCLT purposes
34, 57 9

categorisation, relevance of 67 272
‘concluded between states’ 15–16

native treaties 15, 16
non-state entities, treaties with or

between 7, 15–16
conclusion of treaty see conclusion of treaty
constituent treaty 15
contractual nature 11
exchange of instruments constituting a

treaty 94
exchange of notes see exchange of notes

flexibility 6
form of treaty see treaty form
‘governed by international law’ 5, 17–18,

29–30

intention to create obligations under
international law 17–18, 20, 29–30,
47

intention to conclude treaty 29–30
practice of states 33–4
terms of instrument/circumstances of

conclusion 17, 30, 33–4
inter-ministerial treaties 15, 21, 55–6
‘international agreement’ 14–15
joint declarations/statements see under

declarations
memorandums of understanding as 18,

21–3, 28, 31
see also MOUs; oral agreements
modifying treaty provisions by MOUs 35
modus vivendi 27
‘whatever its particular designation’ 20
plurilateral treaty 15
protocols see protocols
registration see registration and

non-registration of instruments
signature see signature
‘single instrument or two or more related

instruments’ 15, 19–20
Algiers Accords 19

see also exchange of notes
status of instrument, disagreement as to

34–5
terminology

not dispositive 31
MOU terminology compared/Appendix

G 30–1, 429
VCLT definition 7, 14–20

treaty form
classic form 19

example (Appendix B) 419–20
exchange of notes see exchange of notes
no particular form required by law of

treaties 17–18, 30
part bilateral and part multilateral treaties

19–20
political considerations 19, 21, 23, 24
signature see signature
simplified form 15
two or more principal instruments

constituting a treaty 19
umbrella treaties 40, 41–2
‘in written form’ 7, 16–17

electronic communication 16–17
see also oral agreements

treaty-monitoring bodies 134
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index 467

treaty names (‘particular designation’) 15,
20

colloquial names 25
less usual treaty names 24–5
modus vivendi 27
name not determinative of status of

instrument 20, 31
unsystematic way in which treaties

named/designated 20
Turkish Republic of Northern Cyprus 59

UN Conference on Environment and
Development (UNCED) 32

UN Treaty Series (UNTS) 4
United Kingdom (UK)

air services agreements 169–70
constitutional practice 168–71

ECHR obligations 171, 174
forms of legislation giving effect to treaty

provisions 168–71, 172
Ponsonby Rule 168, 171–2

constitutional reservations 133
domestic law and treaties/constitutional

practice 162, 167, 168–71
EU law and UK 173
interpretation and application of treaties

by UK courts 168–71, 172
Scotland and Northern Ireland 168,

171–2
dualist constitution 162, 167, 168–71
and former Soviet republics 328
and FRY 332
MOU practice 40–1

implementing MOUs 46
Scotland and Northern Ireland 63

publication of treaties 305
registration of treaties 301
territorial application and overseas

territories 183–5
Crown dependencies of Isle of Man and

Channel Islands 185–6
United Nations (UN) 6

admission procedure 344
authentication of treaties from UN

conferences 85
depositary, UN Secretary-General as

139–40, 286–7
guided by General Assembly 287
multilateral treaties and succession

334–5
dispute procedure 354–5

advisory opinions of ICJ 354
specialised agencies 355

international legal personality, having only
one 352

general full powers 75
permanent representative (Appendix J)

432
International Law Commission (ILC), UN

351
joint declarations distributed as official

documents 24–5
languages 223–4
MOU practice 22

registration not required 40–1
no comparable organisation 196
registration of treaties 1, 34, 38, 41, 46,

48
failure to register 34, 47–8

reservations 140, 141–2
Sixth Committee, UN 350–1
specialised agencies, UN 351–2, 355
treaties/conventions produced within the

UN 350
treaties ‘open for signature’ 90
withdrawal from 345

United States (US) 26
domestic law and treaties 174–7

categories of treaties 175
executive agreements 175
hierarchy of norms 176
implementation by states of the US

177
interpretation of treaties by US courts

176–7
treaties as law of the land 175–6

and former Soviet republics 327–8
MOU practice 22, 35–6, 37–9

Chapeau agreement 39
implementing MOUs 46
political undertakings, MOUs seen as

45
reservations

constitutional reservations 132–3
ratification dependent on modifications

to bilateral treaties 119–20
treaty making 60

useful publications 4

Vatican City (Holy See) 57, 87
Vienna Convention on Succession of States in

respect of Treaties (1978) 321–2
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468 index

Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties
1969 (VCLT) 5–13

bilateral and multilateral treaties 9
and customary international law see under

customary international law
definition of treaty see treaty, definition and

requirements of/classification as
drafting of 5–6

ILC role 5–6
travaux 12–13

entry into force 5–6
flexibility 6
as framework 6
residual nature 6
scope 6–8

in case of treaties including non-state
parties 7

oral agreements 7–8
no retrospective effect see

non-retrospective effect of VCLT
state succession, state responsibility and

outbreak of hostilities 8
treaties between states, limitation to 6
treaties with or between international

organisations, exclusion from 7

treaties with or between other subjects of
international law 7

treaties within an international
organisation/constituent instruments
7

see also international organisations
signatories 6
text (Appendix A) 391–418

Vienna Convention on the Law of Treaties
between States and International
Organisations or

between International Organisations (1986)
346–9

reasons not yet in force 348–9
VCLT, relationship/similarity with 7,

348–9
‘Vienna’ formulas 105–6

war see hostilities, effect on treaties of
Western Sahara 60
withdrawal from treaties see duration and

termination

Yugoslavia republics, former 330–2,
334–5
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